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this video,I will be explaining you about the most common mistake in a chess game.You have to remember it always as it is a most important thing.So please do not forget to subscribe to my channel and thumbs up the video.Feel free to .... GM Igno Smirnov Chess Courses Complete English Size: 1. 24 GB Category: CBT Presenting all 9 Chesss Courses of GM Igor Smirnov 1. Grandmaster Secrets.
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mastering the endgame with Grandmaster Igor Smirnov) 3. Learn some opening basics, but don’t spend hours memorizing variations. The most common mistake by GM Igor Smirnov Hi, I am Igor Smirnov, International Grandmaster and chess coach.In this video,I will be explaining you about the most common mistake in a chess game.You have to remember it always as it is a most important thing.So
please do not forget to subscribe to my channel and thumbs up the video.Feel free to .... Sep 13, 2021. Chess Strategy: Master the Chess Middlegame with GM Igor Smirnov Winning The Middlegame GM Igor Smirnov This course is perfect for beginner to intermediate level chess players who want to improve their overall skills in chess middlegame, those who want to get that MASSIVE increase in
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